A very small turnout of only 15 riders came to the ISTC property on West Shawnigan
Lake to enjoy the very wet and windy weather!
The Lohrmann Trial is named after past member George Lohrmann, who was
an avid trials rider, cross country rider, and past president, and yet another member
we have lost to cancer! He was also instrumental in the VMC hosting its very first
National Trial in 1985, an event that still is ranked as one of the best National trials
ever run in Canada!
The rider's who did attend were pleasantly surprised that the sections were
setup for the exact conditions that we were under, and not too difficult for all classes.
In the Junior class, Dale Sakaluk, who drove all the way from Courtney, and
had never ridden or even seen a trial before, won his class! He edged out Rick Kool
by 1pt to take the win.
There were no Intermediate rider's in attendance, but a very competitive
group in the Sr. Intermediate class did battle all day with some very close scores. In
the end, Kevin Couves edged out Dave Fair by 1pt, followed closely by Dave
Bissenden who was 7pts back.
In the Sr. Sportsman class, Dave Nunn beat out Neil Cottier by only 5pts. The
Sportsman class was won by Paul Lederis over another first time event rider, Jeremy
McChesney.
In the Expert class, with top rider Thomas Cordner missing due to attending
the Hare Scramble in Nanaimo, Matt Fracy and Andrew Watson battled closely all
day. Matt actually led after the first two laps, but two bad fives on the last lap, and a
great 6pt final lap from Andrew (Old Dart) gave him the win by 3pts.
Big thanks to Lorraine, Micaela, and Matt Fracy for all their help!
Junior:
1st- Dale Sakaluk - Beta
24 pts
2nd- Rick Kool - Montesa
25 pts
3rd- Jim Laing - Sherco
51 pts
Sr. Sportsman:
1st- Dave Nunn - Gas Gas
43 pts
2nd- Neil Cottier - Sherco
48 pts
3rd- Andrew Twamley - Gas Gas
71 pts
Expert:
1st- Andrew Watson - Gas Gas
37 pts
2nd- Matt Fracy - Beta
40 pts
3rd- Dave Fracy - Ossa
68 pts
Sr. Intermediate:
1st- Kevin Couves - Gas Gas
17 pts
2nd- Dave Fair - Gas Gas
18 pts
3rd- Dave Bissenden - Gas Gas
25 pts
4th- Brian Pert - Gas Gas
50 pts
Sportsman:
1st- Paul Lederis - Gas Gas
52 pts
2nd- Jeremy McChesney - Gas Gas

